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Abstract

After the 2017 TuSimple Lane Detection Challenge, its
dataset and evaluation based on accuracy and F1 score
have become the de facto standard to measure the perfor-
mance of lane detection methods. While they have played a
major role in improving the performance of lane detection
methods, the validity of this evaluation method in down-
stream tasks has not been adequately researched. In this
study, we design 2 new driving-oriented metrics for lane
detection: End-to-End Lateral Deviation metric (E2E-LD)
is directly formulated based on the requirements of au-
tonomous driving, a core downstream task of lane detec-
tion; Per-frame Simulated Lateral Deviation metric (PSLD)
is a lightweight surrogate metric of E2E-LD. To evalu-
ate the validity of the metrics, we conduct a large-scale
empirical study with 4 major types of lane detection ap-
proaches on the TuSimple dataset and our newly con-
structed dataset Comma2k19-LD. Our results show that the
conventional metrics have strongly negative correlations
(≤-0.55) with E2E-LD, meaning that some recent improve-
ments purely targeting the conventional metrics may not
have led to meaningful improvements in autonomous driv-
ing, but rather may actually have made it worse by over-
fitting to the conventional metrics. As autonomous driving
is a security/safety-critical system, the underestimation of
robustness hinders the sound development of practical lane
detection models. We hope that our study will help the com-
munity achieve more downstream task-aware evaluations
for lane detection.

1. Introduction
Lane detection is one of the key technologies today for

realizing autonomous driving. For lane detection, camera
is the most frequently used sensor because it is a natural
choice as lane lines are visual patterns [26]. Like most
other computer vision areas, lane detection has been sig-
nificantly benefited from the recent advances of deep neural
networks (DNNs). In the 2017 TuSimple Lane Detection
Challenge [8], DNN-based lane detection shows substan-
tial performance as all top 3 teams opt for DNN-based lane
detection. After this competition, its dataset and evaluation
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Figure 1. Examples of lane detection results and the accuracy met-
ric in benign and adversarial attack scenarios on TuSimple Chal-
lenge dataset [8]. As shown, the conventional accuracy metric
does not necessarily indicate drivability if used in autonomous
driving, the core downsteam task. For example, SCNN always
has higher accuracy than PolyLaneNet, but its detection results are
making it much harder to achieve lane centering (detailed in §4.2).

method based on accuracy and F1 score became the de facto
standard in lane detection evaluation. These metrics are in-
herited by the subsequent datasets [13, 37].

However, the validity of this evaluation method in prac-
tical contexts, i.e., whether this is representative of practi-
cality in real-world downstream applications, has not been
adequately researched. Specifically, the main real-world
applications of lane detection are for autonomous driving
(AD), e.g., online detection for automated lane centering
(for lower-level AD such as in Telsa AutoPilot [6]), and
offline detection for high-definition map creation (for both
low-level [5] and high-level AD [50]). With such an ap-
plication domain as its main target, the robustness of lane
detection is highly critical as errors from it could be fatal.
Unfortunately, we find that the conventional evaluation met-
rics (i.e., accuracy and F1 score) have limitations in cor-
rectly reflecting the performance of lane detection models
in such main downstream application domain, especially in
more challenging scenarios (e.g., when under adversarial
attacks). Fig. 1 shows a few such examples that motivate
this study. In the adversarial attack settings, the lane lines
detected by SCNN [37] are largely disrupted, but their per-
formance measured by the conventional accuracy metric is
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always higher than the one of PolyLaneNet [48], which are
generally aligned with actual lane lines (and indeed lead to
less lane center deviation than SCNN when used with driv-
ing models as quantified later in §4.2). In the benign set-
tings, PolyLaneNet has the lowest accuracy and is under-
estimated, despite its seemingly perfect detection for hu-
mans. As lane detection has been evaluated using mainly
relatively clean and homogeneous driver’s view images, it
is not easy to identify such a great discrepancy at the met-
ric level. Considering the criticality of robust lane detec-
tion to correct and safe AD, it is important to address such
a metric-level limitation since (1) the cornerstone of real-
world deployment and commercialization of AD today is
exactly on the handling of those more challenging driving
scenarios [21, 30, 53]; and (2) with increasingly more dis-
coveries of physical-world adversarial attack on lane detec-
tion in AD context [31, 44], it is desired to have a more
downstream task-aware performance metric when judging
the model robustness (and its enhancement).

Motivated by such critical needs, we design 2 new
driving-oriented metrics, End-to-End Lateral Deviation
metric (E2E-LD) and Per-frame Simulated Lateral Devia-
tion metric (PSLD), to measure the performance of lane
detection models in AD, especially in Automated Lane
Centring (ALC), a Level-2 driving automation that auto-
matically steers a vehicle to keep it centered in the traf-
fic lane [7]. E2E-LD is designed directly based on the
requirements of driving automation by ALC. PSLD is a
lightweight surrogate metric of E2E-LD that estimates the
impact of lane detection results on driving from a single
frame. This per-frame lightweight design allows the metric
to be usable during upstream lane detection model train-
ing. To evaluate the validity of the metrics, we conduct a
large-scale empirical study of the 4 major types of lane de-
tection approaches on the TuSimple dataset and our newly
constructed dataset, Comma2k19-LD, which contains both
lane line annotation and driving information. To simulate
corner-case but physically-realizable scenarios as in Fig. 1
for lane detection, we utilize and extend physical-world ad-
versarial attacks on ALC [44]. We formulate attack objec-
tive functions to fairly generate adversarial attacks against
the 4 major types of lane detection approaches. Through-
out this study, we find that the conventional metrics have
strongly negative correlations (r ≤-0.55) with E2E-LD in
the benign scenarios, meaning that some recent improve-
ments purely targeting the conventional metrics may not
have led to meaningful improvements in AD, but rather may
actually have made it worse by overfitting to the conven-
tional metrics. In the attack scenarios, while we observe a
slight positive correlation (r ≤0.08), it is not statistically
significant. Consequently, we find that the conventional
metrics tend to overestimate less robust models. On the con-
trary, our newly-designed PSLD metric is always strongly

positively correlated with E2E-LD (r ≥0.38), and all corre-
lations are statistically significant (p ≤ 0.001).

While the TuSimple Challenge dataset and its evaluation
metrics have played a substantial role in developing perfor-
mant lane detection methods, the recent improvement on
the conventional metrics does not lead to the improvement
on the core downstream task AD. We thus want to inform
the community of such limitations of the conventional eval-
uation and facilitate research to conduct more downstream
task-aware evaluation for lane detection, as the gap between
upstream evaluation metrics and downstream application
performance may hinder the sound development of lane de-
tection methods for real-world application scenarios.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We design 2 new driving-oriented metrics, E2E-LD and

PSLD, that can more effectively measure the perfor-
mance of lane detection models when used for AD, their
core downstream task.

• We design a methodology to fairly generate physical-
world adversarial attacks against the 4 major types of
lane detection models.

• We build a new dataset Comma2k19-LD that contains
lane annotations and driving information.

• We are the first to conduct a large-scale empirical study
to measure the capability of 4 major types of lane detec-
tion models in supporting AD.

• We highlight and discuss the critical limitations of the
conventional evaluation and demonstrate the validity of
our new downstream task-aware metrics.

Code and data release. All our codes and datasets are
available on our project websites 1.

2. Related Work
2.1. DNN-based Lane Detection

We taxonomize state-of-the-art DNN-based lane detec-
tion methods into 4 approaches. Similar taxonomy is also
adopted in prior works [35, 47].

Segmentation approach. Segmentation approach han-
dles lane detection as a segmentation task, which classi-
fies whether each pixel is on a lane line or not. Since
this approach achieved the state-of-the-art performance in
the 2017 TuSimple Lane Detection Challenge [8] (all top-
3 winners adopt the segmentation approach [29, 36, 37]),
it has been applied in many recent lane detection meth-
ods [28,54,55]. This segmentation approach is also used in
the industry. A reverse-engineering study reveals that Tesla
Model S adopts this segmentation-based approach [31].
The major drawback of this approach is its higher compu-
tational and memory cost than the other approaches. Due
to the nature of the segmentation approach, it needs to pre-
dict the classification results for every pixel, the majority of

1 https://github.com/ASGuard-UCI/ld-metric
https://sites.google.com/view/cav-sec/ld-metric
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which is just background. Additionally, this approach re-
quires a postprocessing step to extract the lane line curves
from the pixel-wise classification result.

Row-wise classification approach. This approach [27,
35,39,52] leverages the domain-specific knowledge that the
lane lines should locate the longitudinal direction of driv-
ing vehicles and should not be so curved to have more than
2 intersections in each row of the input image. Based on
the assumption, this approach formulates the lane detec-
tion task as multiple row-wise classification tasks, i.e., only
one pixel per row should have a lane line. Although it still
needs to output classification results for every pixel similar
to the segmentation approach, this divide-and-conquer strat-
egy enables to reduce the model size and computation while
keeping high accuracy. For example, UltraFast [39] reports
that their method can work at more than 300 FPS with a
comparable accuracy 95.87% on the TuSimple Challenge
dataset [8]. On the other hand, SAD [28], a segmentation
approach, works at 75 frames per second with 96.64% ac-
curacy. This approach also requires a postprocessing step to
extract the lane lines similar to the segmentation approach.

Curve-fitting approach. The curve-fitting ap-
proach [38, 48] fits the lane lines into parametric curves
(e.g., polynomials and splines). This approach is ap-
plied in an open-source production driver assistance sys-
tem, OpenPilot [4]. The main advantage of this approach
is lightweight computation, allowing OpenPilot to run on
a smartphone-like device without GPU. To achieve high
efficiency, the accuracy is generally not high as other ap-
proaches. Additionally, prior work mentions that this ap-
proach is biased toward straight lines because the majority
of lane lines in the training data are straight [48].

Anchor-based approach. Anchor-based approach [34,
40, 47] is inspired by region-based object detectors such as
Faster R-CNN [42]. In this approach, each lane line is rep-
resented as a straight proposal line (anchor) and lateral off-
sets from the proposal line. Similar to the row-wise clas-
sification approach, this approach takes advantage of the
domain-specific knowledge that the lane lines are gener-
ally straight. This design enables to achieve state-of-the-
art latency and performance. LaneATT [47] reports that it
achieves a higher F1 score (96.77%) than the segmentation
approaches (95.97%) [28, 37] on the TuSimple dataset.

2.2. Evaluation Metrics for Lane Detection
All lane detection methods we discuss in §2.1 evaluate

their performance on the accuracy and F1 score metrics
used in the 2017 TuSimple Challenge [8]. The accuracy is
calculated by

∑
i∈H

tpi

|H| , where H is a set of sampled y-axis
points in the driver’s view image and tpi is 1 if the differ-
ence of a predicted lane line point and the ground truth point
at y = i is within α pixels; otherwise is 0. α is set to 20 pix-
els in the TuSimple Challenge. The detected lane line is as-

sociated with a ground truth line with the highest accuracy.
In other datasets [13, 37], IoU (Intersection over Union) is
also used instead of accuracy. However, the ground-truth
area is only defined as a 30-pixel wide line based on lane
points, and this metric is almost equivalent to accuracy. The
F1 score is a common metric to measure the performance
of binary classification tasks. This is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall: 2

recall−1+precision−1 . In the TuSimple
Challenge, the precision and recall are calculated at the lane
line level: The precision is the true positive ratio of detected
lane lines and the recall is the true positive ratio of ground
truth lines. The true positive is defined if the accuracy of a
pair of the ground truth line and detected line is ≥ β. β is set
to 0.85 in the TuSimple Challenge. Although the accuracy
and F1 score can measure the capability of lane detection at
a certain level, these metrics do not fully represent the per-
formance in the main real-world downstream application,
AD [5, 6, 50], as concretely shown later in §4.2.

Specifically, to reflect its performance if used in AD, or
drivability, accuracy and F1 score metrics have 2 major lim-
itations: (1) There is no justification of α = 20 pixels and
β = 0.85 accuracy thresholds. For example, the ALC sys-
tem can keep at the lane center even if the detection error is
more than 20 pixels, as long as the detected lane lines are
parallel with actual lane lines. Furthermore, the importance
of detected lane line points should not be equal, i.e., closer
points to the vehicle should be more important than the dis-
tanced points to control a vehicle. (2) The current metrics
treat all lane lines in the driver’s view equally, e.g., detec-
tion errors for the ego lane’s left line are treated the same
as the detection errors for the left lane’s left line. However,
the former is much more important to ALC systems than
the latter, as the former can directly impact the downstream
calculation of the lane center. For example, if a model can-
not detect the left lane’s left line but can still detect the ego
lane’s left line, it won’t affect its use for ALC. However, if it
cannot detect the latter but can detect the former, the accu-
racy metric remains the same but the downstream modules
in ALC may consider the left lane’s left line as ego lane’s
left line and thus mistakenly deviate to the left.

2.3. Automated Lane Centering
Automated Lane Centering (ALC) is a Level-2 driving

automation technology that automatically steers a vehicle
to keep it centered in the traffic lane [7]. Recently, ALC is
widely adopted in various vehicle models such as Tesla [6]
and thus one of the most popular downstream applications
of lane detection. Typical ALC systems [4, 10, 33] operate
in 3 modules: lane detection, lateral control, and vehicle ac-
tuation. More details of ALC are in the supplementary ma-
terials (Appendix G). While there is a line of research that
designs end-to-end DNNs for ALC or higher driving au-
tomation [12,14,16], the current industry-standard solutions
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Figure 2. Overview of our driving-oriented metrics for lane detection models: E2E-LD and PSLD. Xt are camera frames from driver’s
view (lane detection model inputs). E2E-LD requires multiple (consecutive) camera frames, while PSLD only uses the current frame X0.

adopt such a modular design to ensure accountability and
safety. In the lateral control, ALC plans to follow the lane
center as waypoints with Proportional-Integral-Derivative
(PID) [20] or Model Predictive Control (MPC) [43].

Adversarial Attack on ALC. After researchers found
DNN models generally vulnerable to adversarial at-
tacks [24, 46], the following work further explored such at-
tacks in the physical world [15, 23]. A recent study demon-
strates that ALC systems are also vulnerable to physical-
world adversarial attacks [44]. Their attack, dubbed Dirty
Road Patch (DRP) attack, targets industry-grade DNN-
based ALC systems, and is designed to be robust to the
vehicle position and heading changes caused by the attack
in the earlier frames. We use the DRP attack to simulate
challenging but realizable scenarios in our evaluations.

3. Methodology
In this section, we motivate the design of 2 new down-

stream task-aware metrics to measure the performance of
lane detection models in ALC. To evaluate the validity of
the metrics even in challenging scenarios, we formulate at-
tack objective functions to fairly generate adversarial at-
tacks against the 4 major types of lane detection methods.

3.1. End-to-End Lateral Deviation Metric

As the name of ALC indicates, the performance of ALC
should be evaluated by how accurately it can drive in the
lane center, i.e., the lateral (left or right) deviation from the
lane center. In particular, the maximum lateral deviation
from the lane center in continuous closed-loop perception
and control is the ultimate downstream-task performance
metric for lane detection. Such deviation is directly safety-
critical as large lateral deviations can cause a fatal collision
with other driving vehicles or roadside objects. We call it
End-to-End Lateral Deviation metric (E2E-LD), shown in
Fig. 2 (a). The E2E-LD at t = 0 is obtained as follows.

max
t≤TE

(|Lt −Ct|) (1)

, where Lt is the lateral (y-axis) coordinate of the vehicle
at t. Ct is the lane center lateral (y-axis) coordinate cor-
responding to the vehicle position at t. We use the vehi-
cle coordinate system at t = 0. TE is a hyperparameter
to decide the time duration. If TE = 1 second, the E2E-

LD is the largest deviation within one second. To obtain
Lt, it requires a closed-loop mechanism to simulate a driv-
ing by ALC, such as AD simulators [3, 22]. Starting from
t = 0, the vehicle position and heading at t = 1 is calcu-
lated based on the camera frame at t = 0 (X0): The lane
detection model detects lane lines from the frame, the lat-
eral control interprets it by a steering angle, and vehicle ac-
tuation operates the steering wheel. This procedure repeats
until t = Te. Hence, multiple (consecutive) camera frames
X0, ...,XTE

are required and they are dynamically changed
based on the lane detection results in the earlier frames.

However, such AD simulations are too computationally
expensive for large-scale evaluations. Thus, we simulate ve-
hicle trajectories by following prior work [44], which com-
bines vehicle motion model [41] and perspective transfor-
mation [25, 49] to dynamically synthesize camera frames
from existing frames according to a driving trajectory.

3.2. Per-Frame Simulated Lateral Deviation Metric

The E2E-LD metric is defined as the desired met-
ric based on the requirements of downstream task ALC.
However, it is still too computationally intensive to be
monitored during training of the upstream lane detection
model. This overhead is mainly due to the camera frame
inter-dependency that the camera frames are dynamically
changed based on the lane detection results in the earlier
frames. To address this limitation, we design the Per-Frame
Simulated Lateral Deviation metric (PSLD), which simu-
lates E2E-LD only with a single camera input at the current
frame (X0) and the geometry of the lane center.

The overview of PSLD is shown in Fig. 2 (b). The cal-
culation consists of two stages: 1⃝ update the vehicle po-
sition with the current camera frame at t = 0 (X0) and its
lane detection result, and 2⃝ apply the closed-loop simula-
tion using the ground-truth lane center as waypoints from
t = 1 to t = Tp. Note that we do not need camera frames in
2⃝ as the vehicle just tries to follow the ground-truth way-

points with lateral control, i.e., we bypass the lane detec-
tion assuming we know the ground-truth in t ≥ 1. We then
take the maximum lateral deviation from the lane center as
a metric as with E2E-LD. For convenience, we normalize
the maximum lateral deviation by Tp to make it a per-frame
metric. The definition of PSLD is as follows:
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1

Tp
max

1≤t≤Tp

(|L̃t −Ct|) (2)

, where the L̃t is the simulated lateral (y-axis) coordinate of
the vehicle at t. For example, for Tp = 1, it is just a single-
step simulation with the current lane detection result. The
longer Tp can simulate the tailing effect of the current frame
result in the later frames, but it may suffer from accumu-
lated errors. In §4.3, we explore which Tp achieves the best
correlation between PSLD and E2E-LD. More details are in
the supplementary material (Appendix A).

3.3. Attack Generation
In this study, we utilize and extend physical-world ad-

versarial attacks to evaluate the robustness of the lane de-
tection system against challenging but realizable scenarios.
To fairly generate adversarial attacks for all 4 major types of
lane detection methods, we design an attack objective that
can be commonly applicable to them. We name it the ex-
pected road center, which averages all detected lane lines
weighted with their probabilities. Intuitively, the average
of all lane lines is expected to represent the road center. If
the expected center locates at the center of the input image,
its value will be 0.5 in the normalized image width. We
maximize the expected road center to attack to the right and
minimize it to attack to the left. Detailed calculation of the
expected road center for each method is as follows.

Segmentation & row-wise classification approaches:

1

L ·H

L∑
l=1

W∑
i=1

H∑
j=1

i ·P l
ij (3)

, where H and W are the height and width of probability
map, L is the number of probability maps (channels), and
P l
ij is the lane line existence probability of the pixel in the

(i, j) element of the probability map.
Curve-fitting approach:

1

L · |H|

L∑
l=1

∑
j∈H

[jd, jd−1, · · · , j,1]pl (4)

, where L is the number of detected lane lines, d is the de-
grees of polynomial (d = 3 used in PolyLaneNet [48]), H
is a set of sampled y-axis values, and pl ∈ Rd+1 is the co-
efficient of detected lane line l.

Anchor-based approach:∑
l∈A

 1

|∆l|
∑
j∈∆l

(alj + δlj)

 · πl (5)

, where A is a set of the anchor proposals, ∆l is an index set
of y-axis value for anchor proposal l, πl is the probability
of anchor proposal l, and alj and δlj are the x-axis value and
its offset of anchor proposal l at y-axis index j respectively.

We incorporate this expected road center functions into
DRP attack [44] procedure to generate adversarial attacks

Table 1. Target lane detection methods. Acc. is the accuracy of the
TuSimple Challenge dataset [8] in the reference papers.

Approach Selected Method Acc.
Segmentation SCNN [37] 96.53%
Row-wise classification UltraFast (ResNet18) [39] 95.87%
Curve-fitting PolyLaneNet (b0) [48] 88.62%
Anchor-based LaneATT (ResNet34) [47] 95.63%

that are effective for multiple frames.

4. Experiments
We conduct a large-scale empirical study to evaluate

the validity of the conventional metrics and our PLSD by
comparing them with the ultimate downstream-task perfor-
mance metric E2E-LD. We evaluate the 4 major types of
lane detection approaches. We select a representative model
for each approach as shown in Table 1. The pretrained
weights of all models are obtained from the authors’ or pub-
licly available websites2. All pretrained weights are trained
on the TuSimple Challenge training dataset [8].

4.1. Conventional Evaluation on TuSimple Dataset
Evaluation Setup. We first evaluate the lane detection

models with the conventional accuracy and F1 score metrics
on the TuSimple dataset [8], which has 2,782 one-second-
long video clips as test data. Each clip consists of 20 frames,
and only the last frame is annotated and used for evalua-
tion. We randomly select 30 clips from the test data. For
each clip, we consider two attack scenarios: attack to the
left, and to the right. Thus, in total, we evaluate 60 different
attack scenarios. In each scenario, we place 3.6 m x 36 m
patches 7 m away from the vehicle as shown in Fig. 1. To
know the world coordinate, we manually calibrate the cam-
era matrix based on the size of lane width and lane marking.
To deal with the limitation (2) discussed in §2.2, we remove
lane lines other than the ego-left and ego-right lane lines to
evaluate the applicability to ALC systems more correctly.
More details of each attack implementation and parameters
are in the supplementary materials (Appendix B).

Results. Table 2 shows the accuracy and F1 score met-
rics in the benign and attacks scenarios. In the benign sce-
narios, LaneATT has the best accuracy (94%) and F1 score
(88%). SCNN and UltraFast show also high accuracy and
F1 score while UltraFast has the lowest F1 score (8%) in
the attack scenarios. PolyLaneNet has lower accuracy and
F1 score than the others in both benign and attack scenar-
ios. These results are generally consistent with the reported
performance as in Table 1. However, when we visually look
into the detected lane lines under attack, we find quite some
cases suggesting vastly different conclusions if used in AD
as the downstream task. For example, as shown in Fig. 1,

2LaneATT https://github.com/lucastabelini/LaneATT
SCNN https://github.com/harryhan618/SCNN Pytorch
UltraFast https://github.com/cfzd/Ultra-Fast-Lane-Detection
PolyLaneNet https://github.com/lucastabelini/PolyLaneNet
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Figure 3. Examples of the benign and attack-to-the-right scenarios on the Comma2k19-LD dataset. The red, blue, and green lines are the
detected left and right lines and the ground-truth lines respectively.

Table 2. Accuracy and F1 scores for attack and benign cases on the
TuSimple Challenge dataset. The metrics are calculated only with
ego left and right lanes. The bold and underlined letters mean the
highest and lowest scores, respectively, among the 4 lane detection
methods. The higher score means the higher performance.

.

Accuracy F1 Score
Benign Attack Benign Attack

SCNN [37] 89% 58% 75% 28%
UltraFast [39] 87% 36% 77% 8%
PolyLaneNet [48] 72% 53% 50% 19%
LaneATT [47] 94% 51% 88% 29%

even though SCNN has the highest accuracy in all three sce-
narios, its detected lane lines are heavily curved by the at-
tack. In contrast, the detection of PolyLaneNet looks like
the most robust among the 4 models, as the detected lane
lines are generally parallel to the actual lane lines. However,
its accuracy (63%) is smaller than the one of SCNN (51%)
in the attack to the right scenario. In the benign scenario,
PolyLaneNet has a lower accuracy (16% margin) than the
others, but it is hard to find meaningful differences for hu-
mans as the detected lines are well-aligned with actual lane
lines. We provide more examples in the supplementary ma-
terial (Appendix G). Hence, the conventional accuracy and
F1 score-based evaluation may not be well suitable to judge
the performance of the lane detection model in representa-
tive downstream tasks such as AD.

4.2. Consistency of TuSimple Metrics with E2E-LD
To more systematically evaluate the consistency of the

conventional accuracy and F1 score with the performance
in AD as the downstream tasks, we conduct a large-scale
empirical study on our newly-constructed dataset.

New Dataset: Comma2k19-LD. To evaluate both the
conventional metrics and the downstream task-centric met-
rics E2E-LD and PSLD on the same dataset, we need both
lane line annotations and driving information (e.g., posi-
tion, steering angle, and velocity). Unfortunately, there is
no existing dataset that satisfies the requirements to our
best knowledge. Thus, we create a new dataset, coined
Comma2k19-LD, in which we manually annotate the left
and right lane lines for 2,000 frames (100 scenarios of 1-
second clips at 20 Hz). The selected scenarios are randomly
selected from the scenarios with more than 30 mph (≈ 48
km/h) in the original Comma2k19 dataset [45]. Fig 3 shows

the example frames of the Comma2k19-LD dataset. These
frames are the first frames of the scenario. The following
20 frames are also annotated and the same patch is used for
each attack. More details are in our supplementary materi-
als (Appendix C). The Comma2k19-LD dataset is published
on our website [11].

Evaluation Setup. We conduct the evaluation on the
Comma2k19-LD dataset. For the attack generation, we at-
tack to the left in randomly selected 50 scenarios and at-
tack to the right in the other 50 scenarios. For the lat-
eral control, we use the implementation of MPC [43] in
OpenPilot v0.6.6, which is an open-source production ALC
system. For the longitudinal control, we used the veloc-
ity in the original driving trace. For the motion model, we
adopt the kinematic bicycle model [32], which is the most
widely-used motion model for vehicles [2, 32, 51]. The ve-
hicle parameters are from Toyota RAV4 2017 (e.g., wheel-
base), which is used to collect the traces of the comma2k19
dataset. To make the model trained on the TuSimple dataset
work on the Comma2k19-LD dataset, we manually adjust
the input image size and field-of-view to be consistent with
the TuSimple dataset. We place a 3.6 m x 36 m patch at 7
m away from the vehicle at the first frame. For the E2E-
LD metric, we use TE = 20 frames (1 second). It follows
the result that the average attack success time of the DRP
attack is nearly 1 sec [44]. More setup details are in the
supplementary materials (Appendix B, D, and G).

Results. Table 3 shows the evaluation results of con-
ventional accuracy and F1 score and E2E-LD. We calcu-
late the Pearson correlation coefficient r and its p value.
As shown, there are substantial inconsistencies between the
downstream-task performance (from the heavy-weight E2E-
LD metric) and the conventional metrics. In the benign sce-
narios, SCNN has the highest accuracy (0.59) and F1 score
(0.84) under the original parameters (α = 20, β = 0.85).
However, SCNN is one of the methods with the lowest
E2E-LD (0.21), and instead UltraFast has the highest E2E-
LD (0.18). In the attack scenarios, the inconsistency is
more obvious: PolyLaneNet has the highest E2E-LD (0.38),
but PolyLaneNet achieves the 2nd lowest accuracy (0.59)
and the highest F1 score (0.13) with the original parame-
ters. Hence, the E2E-LD draws quite different conclusions
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Table 3. Evaluation results of the E2E-LD and the conventional metrics, accuracy and F1 in the benign and attack scenarios. For each
metric, the corresponding Pearson correlation coefficient with E2E-LD in the bottom rows. The original parameters are the ones used in
the TuSimple challenge. The best parameters are those that have the highest correlation between E2E-LD with respect to F1 score. The
bold and underlined letters indicate the highest and lowest performance or correlation, respectively.

Benign Attack
Original Parameters
(α = 20, β = 0.85)

Best Parameters
(α = 5, β = 0.9)

Original Parameters
(α = 20, β = 0.85)

Best Parameters
(α = 50, β = 0.65)

E2E-LD [m] Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1 E2E-LD [m] Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

M
et

ri
c

SCNN [37] 0.21 0.93 0.84 0.59 0.03 0.48 0.68 0.31 0.83 0.76
UltraFast [39] 0.18 0.92 0.81 0.55 0.10 0.58 0.60 0.21 0.82 0.77
PolyLaneNet [48] 0.20 0.78 0.50 0.44 0.01 0.38 0.59 0.13 0.81 0.76
LaneATT [47] 0.21 0.89 0.75 0.54 0.06 0.72 0.51 0.14 0.66 0.48

C
or

r.

SCNN [37] - -0.65∗∗∗ -0.60∗∗∗ -0.33∗∗∗ -0.13ns - -0.13ns -0.06ns -0.14ns -0.06ns

UltraFast [39] - -0.58∗∗∗ -0.59∗∗∗ -0.38∗∗∗ -0.24∗ - -0.24∗ -0.14ns -0.20∗ -0.13ns

PolyLaneNet [48] - -0.60∗∗∗ -0.55∗∗∗ -0.46∗∗∗ 0.10ns - -0.27∗∗ -0.28∗∗ -0.06ns 0.01ns

LaneATT [47] - -0.57∗∗∗ -0.58∗∗∗ -0.34∗∗∗ -0.14ns - 0.08ns -0.09ns 0.11ns 0.12ns

ns Not Significant (p > 0.05),∗ p ≤ 0.05,∗∗ p ≤ 0.01,∗∗∗ p ≤ 0.001

from the conventional metrics. If we adopt the conven-
tional metrics, SCNN should be preferred as the best per-
formant model. This is consistent with the results in Table 1
and §4.1 since SCNN, UltraFast, and LaneATT show close
performance in the conventional metrics (SCNN may have
slight advantages in Comma2k19-LD). On the other hand, if
we adopt E2E-LD, PolyLaneNet should be preferred since
there is only a slight difference between the 4 lane detection
methods in the benign scenarios and PolyLaneNet clearly
outperforms the other methods in the attack scenarios.

The inconsistency between the E2E-LD and the conven-
tional metrics can be more systematically quantified using
Pearson correlation coefficient r. Generally, the E2E-LD
and the conventional metrics have strongly negative cor-
relations (r ≤-0.55) with high statistical significance (p ≤
0.001), meaning that some recent improvements in the con-
ventional metrics may not have led to improvements in AD,
but rather may have made it worse by overfitting to the met-
rics. SCNN, the segmentation approach, is the only one that
does not use domain knowledge, e.g., lane lines are smooth
lines (§2.1). This high degree of freedom in the model may
lead to overfitting of the human annotations with noise.

Finally, we evaluate the parameters in the conventional
metrics: α for the accuracy and β for F1 score. For α,
we explore every 5 pixels from 5 pixels to 50 pixels. For
β, we explore every 0.05 from 0.5 to 0.9. In the benign
scenarios, (α = 20, β = 0.85) has the best correlation be-
tween the E2E-LD and F1 score. In the attack scenar-
ios, (α = 50, β = 0.65) has the best correlation between the
E2E-LD and F1 score. However, the results are still simi-
lar to those using the original parameters: SCNN shows the
highest accuracy; UltraFast has a higher F1 score than the
others, but the correlation is still negative. Thus, such a
naive parameter tuning does not resolve the limitations of
the conventional metrics.

4.3. Consistency of E2E-LD with PSLD
In this section, we evaluate the validity of PSLD as a

per-frame surrogate metric of E2E-LD.
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Figure 4. Pearson correlation coefficient r between E2E-LD and
PSLD when Tp is varied from 1 to 20 in the benign and attack
scenarios. The red vertical lines are Tp with the largest average r.
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Figure 5. PSLD for the 4 major lane detection models when Tp is
varied from 1 to 20 frames in the benign and attack scenarios.

Evaluation Setup. We follow the same setup as in §4.2.
We generate the DRP attacks for 100 scenarios in the
Comma2k19-LD dataset with the same parameters. For the
PSLD, we obtain the ground truth waypoints by the follow-
ing procedure. We generate a trajectory with the bicycle
model and OpenPilot’s MPC by using the human driving
trajectory as waypoints. We then use the generated trajec-
tory as a ground-truth road center. While we can directly
use the human driving trajectory as ground truth, human
driving sometimes is not smooth and this approach can can-
cel the effect of motion models, which have differences
from real vehicle dynamics. For the benign scenarios, we
calculate the PSLD for each frame in the original human
driving. For the attack scenarios, we use the frames syn-
thesized by the method described in 3.1 instead of the orig-
inal frames because the attacked trajectory and its camera
frames are largely changed from the original human driv-
ing. For example, to obtain the PSLD at frame t = N , we
simulate the trajectory until t = N − 1 and we then calcu-
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Table 4. Evaluation results of the E2E-LD and PSLD in the benign
and attack scenarios. The format is the same as Table 3.

Benign Attack
E2E-LD [m] PSLD [m] E2E-LD [m] PSLD [m]

M
et

ri
c

SCNN [37] 0.21 0.04 0.48 0.58
UltraFast [39] 0.18 0.03 0.58 0.62
PolyLaneNet [48] 0.20 0.03 0.38 0.42
LaneATT [47] 0.21 0.03 0.72 0.80

C
or

r.

SCNN [37] - 0.93∗∗∗ - 0.96∗∗∗

UltraFast [39] - 0.54∗∗∗ - 0.93∗∗∗

PolyLaneNet [48] - 0.49∗∗∗ - 0.97∗∗∗
LaneATT [47] - 0.38∗∗∗ - 0.95∗∗∗

ns Not Significant (p > 0.05),∗ p ≤ 0.05,∗∗ p ≤ 0.01,∗∗∗ p ≤ 0.001

late the PSLD with the synthesized frame at t = N .
Results. Fig. 4 shows the Pearson correlation coefficient

r between E2E-LD and PSLD when Tp is varied from 1 to
20 frames. As shown, the E2E-LD, PSLD has strong posi-
tive correlations in both benign and attack scenarios. In par-
ticular, there are significant correlations (>0.8) in the attack
scenarios. This is because the direction of lateral deviation
generally coincides with the attack direction. By contrast,
in the benign scenarios, the vehicle drives around the road
center with overshooting, and thus the direction of lateral
deviation heavily depends on the initial states. Neverthe-
less, the PSLD has always high positive correlations with
E2E-LD (>0.2). In particular, SCNN has strong correla-
tions (>0.8) with E2E-LD in all Tp. We consider that the
high correlation can be due to the segmentation approach,
which is the only method among the 4 methods that do not
use the domain-specific knowledge the lane lines are gen-
erally smooth (§2.1). The detection of SCNN at the same
location tends to be consistent across different frames, i.e.,
SCNN is less dependent on global information.

Finally, we explore the best Tp for PSLD to proxy E2E-
LD. As shown in Fig. 4, the average of the correlation coef-
ficients of the 4 methods achieves the maximum at Tp = 10
in the benign scenarios and Tp = 5 in the attack scenarios
respectively. We list the E2E-LD and PLSD with Tp = 10
and the corresponding r in Table 4. As shown, there are
strong, statistically significant (p ≤ 0.001) positive corre-
lations (≥ 0.38) between E2E-LD and PSLD in both cases.
The results strongly support the fact that PSLD can measure
the performance of lane detection in ALCs based solely on
the single camera frame and ground-truth road center geom-
etry. We note that the PSLD is not so sensitive to the choice
of Tp. As shown in Fig. 5, the magnitude relation of the 4
methods is generally consistent for all Tp.

5. Discussion
Alternative Metric Design. To improve the existing

metrics, we explored other possible design choices. One
of the most intuitive approaches is the L1 or L2 distance in
the bird’s eye view. We evaluated the designs and confirmed
that these metrics are still leading to erroneous judgment on
downstream AD performance similar to the conventional

metrics. Details are in the supplementary materials (Ap-
pendix F). We note that our metrics are specific to AD, the
main downstream task of lane detection. For other down-
stream tasks, other metric designs can be more suitable.

Domain Shift. In this work, we use lane detection mod-
els pretrained on the TuSimple dataset and evaluate them
on the Comma2k19-LD. To evaluate the impact of domain
shift, we conduct further evaluation and confirm that our ob-
servations are generally consistent. Detailed results and dis-
cussions are in the supplementary material (Appendix E).

Closed-loop Simulation. To obtain driving-oriented
metrics, there are multiple parameters and design choices in
the closed-loop simulation. In this study, we follow the pa-
rameters in the Comma2k19 datasets and select simple and
popular designs, e.g., bicycle model and MPC. Meanwhile,
we think that such design differences should only have mi-
nor effects on our observations because ALC, Level-2 driv-
ing automation, just follows the lane center line, which is
designed to be smooth on normal roads.

Evaluation on Other Datasets. Our metrics are applica-
ble to any dataset set that contains position data (e.g. GPS)
and its camera frames, but ideally, velocity and ground-truth
lane centers should be available. Such information is avail-
able in relatively new datasets such as [9, 17]. However,
lane annotations are not directly available in the datasets
and require considerable effort to obtain from map data and
camera frames. To our knowledge, our Comma2k19-LD is
so far the only dataset with both lane line annotation and
driving information. We hope our work will facilitate fur-
ther research to build datasets including them.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we design 2 new lane detection metrics,

E2E-LD and PSLD, which can more faithfully reflect the
performance of lane detection models in AD. Throughout
a large-scale empirical study of the 4 major types of lane
detection approaches on the TuSimple dataset and our new
dataset Comma2k19-LD, we highlight critical limitations of
the conventional metrics and demonstrate the high validity
of our metrics to measure the performance in AD, the core
downstream task of lane detection. In recent years, a wide
variety of pretrained models have been used in many down-
stream application areas such as AD [1], natural language
processing [19], and medical [18]. Reliable performance
measurement is essential to facilitate the use of machine
learning responsibly. We hope that our study will help the
community make further progress in building a more down-
stream task-aware evaluation for lane detection.
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